Introduction
Coefficient reduction techniques are of great importance in mathematical programming. A large number of coefficientmagnitude reduction techniques have been developed for linear programs with binary variables and integer variables [3] . In this paper, we develop another method for deciding whether or not a linear equation over binary variables can be feasible, that introduces more equations and binary variables, while reducing coefficient-magnitudes.
It is well-known that deciding the feasibility of a linear program (i.e. having '≤' or '=' operators) over binary variables, is NP-Complete [4] . In this paper, we shall show that NP-Completeness also holds for deciding the feasibility of a set of linear equations (i.e. having only '=' operators) over binary variables, when the magnitudes of the coefficients and constants are not more than 1. We shall denote our problem as P linear_eq_binary_1 .
In the next section-2, we show one way of proving NP-hardness of P linear_eq_binary_1 through a polynomial -time reduction of SUBSET-SUM (i.e. an NP-Complete Problem) to P linear_eq_binary_1 . In section-3, we shall show how to apply the same concept to Integer-Linear-Programs. In section-4, we show yet another way of proving NP-hardness of P linear_eq_binary_1 through a polynomial-time reduction of 3-SAT (i.e. a strongly NP-Complete Problem) to P linear_eq_binary_1 .
Showing NP-hardness of P linear_eq_binary_1 using SUBSET-SUM
The SUBSET-SUM problem is to decide whether or not some subset from a given set of non-zero integers can sum up to a target integer β [1]. The SUBSET-SUM problem is known to be NP-Complete [1] [2] . Let the given set of (N-1) integers be denoted as X. Let the maximum magnitude of integers from amongst X's elements and β be denoted as K. Thus, it follows that the SUBSET-SUM problem instance can be described within (N log 2 (K)) time.
Generate two sets of positive integers, Y = {y 1 , y 2 , … y P } containing the magnitudes of X's integers that are of the same sign as the sign of β, and Z = {z 1 , z 2 , … z Q } containing the remaining integers of X, where P and Q are the number of elements in Y and Z respectively. For example, if X = {1,2,-3,-4} and if β = -2, then Y = {3,4} and Z = {1,2}. If β is 0, then let Y contain the magnitudes of positive integers of X, and let Z contain the magnitudes of the negative integers of X. Mathematically, the SUBSET-SUM problem asks whether or not there can exist binary vectors 〈a 1 , a 2 , … a P 〉 and 〈b 1 , b 2 , …b Q 〉, such that a 1 y 1 + a 2 y 2 + … + a P y P = b 1 z 1 + b 2 z 2 + … + b Q z Q + abs(β). A binary vector is a vector of binary elements, that is, each element can be either 0 or 1, for example, 〈a 1 , a 2 , … a P 〉 is a vector where each element a i is either 0 or 1, for all integers i in [1,P]. We denote the function abs(x) to return x if x is positive, and -x otherwise.
System S I
We now have system S I that is feasible, if and only if, the given SUBSET-SUM problem has a YES answer (i.e. a SUBSET exists in X whose elements sum to β). S I is defined as follows: and e i,j respectively to denote the carry-over-bit from significant-bit i to significant-bit j. We now have system S II that is feasible, if and only if, S I is feasible. The 2(θ+1) equations of S II can be written as follows: log 2 (KN) )), and the number of equations is bounded by (2θ+2) = (2(log 2 (KN))+2) . Thus, the coefficient-magnitudes, and the number of equations and variables of the second system, are bounded by a polynomial function of N and log 2 (K), i.e. the size of the SUBSET-SUM problem.
System S III
We can now obtain system S III that is feasible, if and only if, S II is feasible. S III consists of linear equations with constants, and, coefficients of binary variables that are 0, 1, or -1. This is done by replacing every product of a non-unitary coefficient and variable, with a sum of new variables where the number of new variables is equal to the coefficient. Each of the above-mentioned M equations can be now dealt with, in the same way as the SUBSET-SUM problem system S I . In this way, the question of whether or not an ILP is feasible, can be converted, within polynomial-time (the polynomialtime function involves P), into a problem of deciding feasibility of a system of Linear Equations over binary-variables with coefficients and constants that are 0, 1, or -1.
Showing NP-hardness of P linear_eq_binary_1 using 3-SAT
3-SAT is an important decision problem that is strongly NP-Complete [5] . The problem is to decide whether a Boolean expression can be true or false, where the expression involves K clauses connected by AND logic, each clause containing 3 Boolean variables (or their negation) connected by OR logic. Let there be N variables in the 3-SAT instance.
We now convert 3-SAT into system S 3SAT_SYSTEM_III of linear equations over binary variables, with coefficients and constants that are 0, 1, or -1, such that the 3-SAT expression evaluates to true, if and only if, S 3SAT_SYSTEM_III is feasible. The following polynomial-time algorithm does this. 1) Add a separate equation for each clause, into S 3SAT_SYSTEM_II , using the steps 1. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we described two methods of proving the NP-hardness of deciding the feasibility of Linear Equations over binary-variables with coefficients and constants that are 0, 1, or -1. These two methods converted (within polynomial-time) the SUBSET-SUM problem (which is NP-Complete) and the 3-SAT problem (which is strongly-NP-Complete) into a system of linear equations over binary variables with constants and coefficients that are 0, 1, or -1. The number of equations and variables in the obtained linear systems are bounded by polynomial functions of the size of the NP-Complete Problems. We, thus, showed that it is NP-hard (and also that it is strongly-NP-Complete) to decide the feasibility of Linear Equations over binary-variables with coefficients and constants that are 0, 1, or -1.
We also showed that our NP-hardness approach for the SUBSET-SUM problem can be applied to decide the feasibility of an ILP, by converting the ILP into a linear program over binary variables.
